Opposites detract: Middle school peer group antipathies

Abstract

This study examines variability in patterns of peer group antipathy. Same-grade adolescent peer groups were identified from sociometric nominations of preferred affiliates in a community sample of 600 Finnish 9th grade middle school students ($M = 15.0$ years-old). Hierarchical linear modeling determined characteristics of youth in actor groups (nominators) that predicted antipathy for youth in target groups (nominees) on the basis of target group characteristics. Most antipathies were based on dissimilarity between groups representing the mainstream culture and groups opposed to it. The higher a peer group's school burnout, the more its members disliked students in peer groups with higher school grades and students in peer groups with higher sports participation. Conversely, the higher a peer group's school grades, the more its members disliked students in peer groups with higher school burnout. Students in peer groups with less problem behavior disliked students in peer groups with more problem behavior. There was some evidence of rivalry within the mainstream culture: The higher a group's school grades, the more its members disliked those in groups whose members participated in sports.
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What motivates peer group antipathy? This question prompts images of violence perpetuated by gangs known (depending on your cohort) as Jets and Sharks or Crips and Bloods. The
question is germane to every middle school, not just those with lethal gang rivalries. Early ethnographies described schools in bucolic settings beset with competitive and sometimes hostile adolescent subcultures (Hollingshead, 1949; Coleman, 1961). One classic study portrayed the climate in many schools as a product of tension between burnouts, who are alienated from mainstream middle school culture, and jocks, who are defined by their mastery of the mainstream and their opposition to those who rebel against it (Eckert, 1989). These observations have yet to be quantified, because of the logistical and statistical obstacles inherent in the study of naturally occurring peer groups. The present study describes a new strategy for surmounting these obstacles. Positive sociometric nominations were used to identify peer groups in a community sample of Finnish middle or comprehensive school students; negative sociometric nominations, aggregated across individuals within peer groups, described the extent to which group members dislike one another. Hierarchical linear modeling determined characteristics of youth in actor groups (nominators) that predicted antipathy for youth in target groups (nominees) on the basis of the target group's problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation.

We begin with a few definitions. Crowds describe reputation based categories of peers, aggregates of individuals with a common image; crowd members do not necessarily affiliate with or share an affinity for one another. Affiliates are groups of individuals, sometimes referred to as cliques, who hang around together or who represent collections of friends. Empirical studies of affiliates typically ask youth to identify members of groups of associates or to identify their own friends or associates from which affiliate groups are assembled. Although some believe that friendships and antipathies should be limited to those expressing liking or disliking, there is no empirical evidence that these relationships differ from those defined in terms of affiliation preferences (Abecassis, 2003; Bukowski & Hoza, 1989). Consistent with recent studies of friends and enemies (Laursen, Bukowski, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2007; Peets, Hodges, Kikas, & Salmivalli, 2007) we used self-report measures of preferred affiliates to identify peer groups. In contrast to ethnographies, which focus on crowds to describe the social climate of a school, quantitative research tends to focus on the processes whereby peer affiliates shape the school-related outcomes of group members.

Peer social structures impact academic motivation and achievement by influencing the ways in which students interact. Peer groups are central to the informal organizational structure of middle schools and individual identity during this age period is closely bound to that of the peer group (Brown & Larson, 2009). Unfortunately, what defines and animates many middle school peer groups is antipathy toward other peer groups. We know that dyadic antipathies interfere with school work habits and academic success (Witkow, Bellmore, Nishina, Juvonen, & Graham, 2005), that peer competition and hostility interfere with collaborative learning and reduce transactional and instructional exchanges (Wentzel, 2009), and that peer conflict has a corrosive effect on school grades (Adams & Laursen, 2007). It follows that educational outcomes suffer in schools dominated by peer group tensions.

In-group/out-group distinctions ground models of intergroup enmity. One set of theories focus on the role of resemblance and dissonance. The reactive distinctiveness hypothesis holds that similarity (or a lack of differentiation) provokes antipathy because the existence of comparable out-groups undermines claims about the uniqueness of the in-group (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). The reflective distinctiveness hypothesis holds that dissimilarity (or heightened differentiation) provokes antipathy because the unique properties of the in-group are best reinforced when set against an incompatible out-group (Spears, Jetten, & Scheepers, 2002). Attitudinal dissimilarity also elicits uncomfortable, inconsistent internal states in members of dissimilar groups, which may heighten antipathies (Rosenbaum, 1986). Another set of theories focus on enmity in response to perceived threats posed by out-groups (Stephan & Stephan, 2000). The threat may be realistic, such as a challenge to the existence of the in-group and the well-being
of its members. Thus, antipathies may arise when groups compete for the same resources. Or the threat may be symbolic, such as a challenge to the standards embodied by the in-group and the values held by its members. Thus, antipathies may arise between two groups with opposing core beliefs. These theories suggest that similarity or dissimilarity may not be sufficient to produce animosity unless they are paired with some form of threat.

Experimental evidence suggests that antipathies between groups feed on dissonance rather than on resemblance. Laboratory studies indicate that individuals perceive more trait differences between themselves and members of rival out-groups than between themselves and members of nonrival out-groups (Brewer, 2007). At Robbers Cave, hostility between randomly grouped boys increased when circumstances were manipulated to encourage competition and highlight group differences, and hostility decreased when conditions emphasized cooperation and group commonalities (Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 1961). Much the same occurred in classrooms where activities and status were linked to the color of the shirt children were assigned to wear (Bigler, Brown, & Markell, 2001). These studies are important because they illustrate processes that foster and exacerbate enmity, but they are silent on the specific attributes that form the basis of naturally occurring peer group antipathies.

The burgeoning literature on enemies is largely silent on the origins of antipathies. Abecassis (2003) speculates that dyadic antipathies arise out of similarities (enmity for similar others who possess the same disliked traits or rivalry with similar others who possess the same valued traits) as well as dissimilarities (envy for dissimilar others who possess a desired trait or enmity for dissimilar others who possess a disliked trait). Inverse correlations between children and the classmates they dislike on peer nomination scores for prosocial, withdrawn, and aggressive behaviors may be interpreted as evidence that dissimilarity drives disliking (Nangle, Erdley, Zeff, Stanchfield, & Gold, 2004), but they do not speak to the possibility that individuals involved in dyadic antipathies have dissonant attributes. Research examining similarity in reciprocated antipathies found that the parent attachment orientations and victimization scores of early adolescent enemies were negatively correlated (Card & Hodges, 2003; 2007).

To gain insight into the origins of antipathies we must rely on ethnographic studies that catalogue disliking within a school. These reports reinforce the view that antipathies spring from differences, not similarities, but the results must be interpreted with caution because informal observations tend to focus on the most salient and extreme individuals and because they tend to focus on reputation-based crowds rather than on specific groups of peer affiliates (Brown & Dietz, 2009). A common theme in these accounts is tension between crowds that embrace school (and the mainstream culture it represents) and crowds that reject school (and everything it stands for). Examples include delinquent and fun crowds (Clark, 1962), ear hole and lad crowds (Willis, 1977), and burnout and jock crowds (Eckert, 1989). It is possible to go further and identify subsets of mainstream crowds, such as brains and rahrahs, and subsets of alternative culture crowds, such as troublemakers and burnouts (Larkin, 1979). These distinctions help refine the identity of crowds and may form the basis for competition, but it is not known if they are a source of antipathy.

The present study represents the first quantitative examination of naturally occurring peer group antipathies. Peer group antipathy was operationalized as the sum of negative or dislike nominations made by members of each peer group (as actors) toward members of each other peer group (as targets). We employed a novel hierarchical linear modeling approach to examine whether an actor group's antipathy for a target group varied as a function of the attributes of each.

We hypothesized that some antipathies would be driven by dissimilarity that posed a symbolic threat to the peer group. Members of peer groups that reject mainstream school culture (as
reflected in their elevated school burnout scores) were expected to dislike members of peer groups who embrace mainstream school culture (as reflected by their participation in sports and their good school grades), because the identity of the former is predicated on opposition to the latter. Members of groups that embraced mainstream school culture were expected to dislike members of groups that rejected mainstream school culture, although some have suggested that the elite tend not to be overly concerned with the comings and goings of the marginalized, which may attenuate this effect (Eder, 1985). We also hypothesized that some antipathies would be driven by dissimilarity that posed a realistic threat to the peer group. Members of peer groups with few behavior problems were expected to dislike members of peer groups with many behavior problems because of the inconvenience and harm that troubled youth inflict on their companions. Youth from low problem behavior groups pose little threat to youth from high problem behavior groups, so reciprocated antipathy was not anticipated. We did not expect problem behavior to predict antipathy for (or by) peer groups with other salient features because youth in many different peer groups dabble in deviance during mid-adolescence (Farmer, Leung, Rodkin, Cadwallader, Pearl, & van Aker, 2002). Nor did we expect antipathy between those who were dissimilar on school grades, school burnout, or sports participation, because groups who differed on one of these dimensions posed little threat to each other. Finally, we considered the possibility that antipathies may be predicated on rivalries between different mainstream groups who compete for resources and prestige, but we refrained from offering a prediction on this score in the absence of empirical precedent.

Method

Participants

Participants included 309 boys and 291 girls enrolled in the 9th grade in 8 public schools in a small city in central Finland (population 88,000). The median age of participants was 15 (range 14 to 16 years old, \( M = 15.0, SD = 0.3 \)). Of this total, 378 (63.0%) lived with both biological parents, 156 (26.0%) lived with one biological parent, 62 (10.3%) lived with a biological parent and a step-parent or significant other, and 4 (0.7%) had other living arrangements. Students were approximately equally distributed across homes with parents who held professional positions, other white collar positions, and blue collar positions. Over 98% of the participants were ethnic Finns who spoke Finnish at home.

Ninth grade is the final year of comprehensive middle school in Finland, after which students are tracked into senior secondary schools or vocational schools. The number of 9th grade students enrolled in these schools ranged from 55 to 186 (\( M = 96.6, SD = 44.8 \)). Consistent with Finnish law and with the express approval of school officials, passive consent procedures were employed. All 9th grade students in 8 middle schools were invited to participate (n = 773). Student assent was required for participation; parents were notified of the study and could revoke consent. The overall participation rate was 78.1%; across schools, participation rates varied from 70% to 95%.

Instruments and Procedure

Students completed surveys in groups during regular school hours. Trained noninstructional school staff read the directions aloud and remained in the classroom to answer questions during data collection sessions. Students were informed that questionnaires would not be viewed by teachers or parents. To ensure confidentiality; students sealed their questionnaires in envelopes before returning them.

Problem behavior—Students completed a 4-item problem behavior scale (Kiuru, Aunola, Vuori, & Nurmi, 2007) adapted from the Finnish National School Health Survey (Koivusilta, Rimpelä, & Rimpelä, 1998). Items addressed the frequency with which participants smoked...
cigarettes, drank alcohol, consumed illicit drugs, and committed illegal acts on scales ranging from 1 (*daily/weekly/several times*) to 5 (*never*). Item scores were reverse, standardized, and averaged. Internal reliability was adequate (alpha = .72).

**School burnout**—Students completed the 9-item School Burnout Scale (Salmela-Aro, Kiuru, Leskinen, & Nurmi, 2009). Items were rated on a scale ranging from 1 (*strongly disagree*) to 6 (*strongly agree*). Items assess dissatisfaction with, disenfranchisement from, and exhaustion at school (e.g., I feel overwhelmed by my schoolwork). Item scores were averaged. Internal reliability was adequate (alpha = .86).

**School grades**—Students reported their grade point average during the previous term on a scale ranging from 4 (*unacceptable*) to 10 (*highest passing grade*). Test-retest stability across a 3-year period was high (r = .92). Unpublished data from a large, nearby school district suggests that self-reported school grades are highly correlated (r = .96) with actual school grades. Correlations slightly smaller in magnitude have been reported in North American samples (Dornbusch, Ritter, Leiderman, Roberts, & Fraleigh, 1987).

**Sports participation**—Students completed a leisure time activities scale, adapted from the Finnish National School Health Survey (Koivusilta et al., 1998), which included a measure of participation in organized sports and other forms of regular physical exercise (How often do you participate in sports or exercise during your free time for at least 30 minutes?). The single-item scale ranged from 1 (*several times daily*) to 7 (*not at all*). Scores were reversed. Test-retest stability across a 2-year period was moderate (r = .56).

**Sociometric nominations**—Students completed a standard sociometric inventory (Coie, Dodge, & Coppotelli, 1982), nominating up to three same-grade schoolmates with whom they most liked to spend their time (positive nominations) and up to three same-grade schoolmates with whom they least liked to spend their time (negative nominations). Other sex nominations were permitted. Over 90% of positive nominations involved same-sex peers and 70% of negative nominations involved same-sex peers. Antipathy represents the number of negative nominations made; rejection represents the number of negative nominations received. T-tests indicated that girls (M = 1.59, SD = 2.08) and boys (M = 1.44, SD = 2.71) did not differ in terms of rejection scores, but girls (M = 2.11, SD = 1.25) had higher antipathy scores than boys (M = 1.59, SD = 1.37).

**Peer Groups**—Peer groups were identified from positive sociometric nominations. Students were classified into either an affiliate group or an isolate group. Affiliate groups were identified from sociograms drawn using reciprocal, unilateral, and indirect links between students attending the same school. A reciprocal link consisted of reciprocated positive nominations between two students. A unilateral link involved an unreciprocated positive nomination from one student to another. An indirect link described two students who did not nominate one another but who shared a reciprocal link with the same student. Affiliate groups were defined as follows (see Kiuru, Aunola, Nurmi, Leskinen, & Salmela-Aro, 2008; Kiuru, Burk, Laursen, Salmela-Aro, & Nurmi, in press): At least 50% of each member’s reciprocal and unilateral links included other members of the group; every member of the group was connected to every other member of the group via a reciprocal, unilateral, or indirect link; and each participant in a group received at least one other nomination from another member of the group. Students in more than one affiliate group were assigned to the group in which they had the most links. The criteria used to identify affiliate groups with sociograms are consistent with the clustering algorithms in the NEGOpy (Richards, 1995) and UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 1999) computer programs previously used to identify adolescent peer cliques (e.g., Ennett & Bauman, 1994; Ryan, 2001). In a separate validation sample, the sociogram approach used in the present study
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and UCINET cluster analyses classified students into same affiliate groups almost 90% of the time (Kiuru, et al., 2007).

There were 147 affiliate groups (boys = 70, girls = 68, mixed = 9), which encompassed 83% of the sample (boys = 246, girls = 249). Affiliate groups ranged in size from 2 to 7 ($M = 3.51$, $SD = 1.30$). Female ($M = 3.37$, $SD = 1.24$), male ($M = 3.61$, $SD = 1.34$), and mixed ($M = 4.44$, $SD = 1.24$) affiliate groups were similar in size. Youth who were not in an affiliate group were classified as isolates. One isolate group was created for each school, ranging in size from 6 to 70 ($M = 30.88$, $SD = 23.72$). The ratio of girls to boys in isolate groups was 0.95 to 1.00. From one year to the next, approximately half of the affiliate groups stayed the same or added new members (Kiuru et al., 2008), a figure consistent with previous studies of peer group stability (e.g., Cairns & Cairns, 1994). The proportion of students classified as isolates was similar to that in previous studies (e.g., Ennett & Bauman, 1994; Ryan, 2001), although the average affiliate group size was somewhat smaller, a difference that can probably be traced to restrictions placed on the number of positive nominations allowed in the present study.

There is little consensus about how to classify dyads that are not a part of a larger peer group. Some exclude dyads from analyses or force them into larger groups (e.g., Chen, Chang, & He, 2003; Ellis & Zarbatany, 2007). Others classify dyads as a distinct type of group (e.g., Espelage, Holt, & Henkel, 2003; Kindermann, 2007). Still others classify dyads as affiliate groups only if they meet all of the qualifying criteria for an affiliate group (Ryan, 2001). We adopted the latter approach. Dyadic affiliate groups were somewhat more similar than larger peer groups in terms of school grades, but otherwise there were no mean level or intraclass correlation differences (Kiuru, Nurmi, Aunola, & Salmela-Aro, 2009).

**Plan of Analyses**

Analyses were conducted in which peer groups served as both actors (nominators) and targets (nominees). Actors represented the group from which antipathy nominations originated and targets represented the group to which antipathy nominations were directed. Peer group scores for problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation were created by averaging scores across individuals in the peer group. Hierarchical linear modeling with HLM 6 (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) was used to estimate the degree to which characteristics of an actor group predict the association between characteristics of the target group and the actor group’s antipathy for a target group. The Level 1 file described characteristics of target groups and actor group antipathy for target groups. In the Level 1 file, each actor group was paired with each target group in the school on a separate line of data that described (a) characteristics of the target group (i.e., the within-group average on problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and rejection, as well as group size, group ratio of girls to boys, and affiliate/isolate status of group), and (b) the total number of negative nominations that youth in the actor group made for youth in the target group (i.e., the actor group’s antipathy score for the target group). The Level 2 file described characteristics of actor groups (i.e., within-group average on problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, sports participation, and rejection, as well as group size, group ratio of girls to boys, and affiliate/isolate status of group) on a separate line of data for each group.

A two-level hierarchical linear model was fit to the data. First, an unconditional model provided estimates of the between- and within-group variance in antipathy scores. The dependent variable in the unconditional analyses was the actor group’s antipathy for target groups. Second, a Level 1 random effects model determined the association between each of the Level 1 predictor variables (i.e., the within-group average of target group problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation) and the actor group’s antipathy for the target group. This analysis examined whether characteristics of a target group predict the actor group’s antipathy for the target group. This analysis also examined whether Level 1 effects were fixed
or random. The predictor variables in the Level 1 analyses were characteristics of the target group; the dependent variable was the actor group's antipathy for the target group. In this analysis, the coefficient of the slope of association between the predictor variable and the outcome variable describes the extent to which variations in target group characteristics (i.e., the within-group average of problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation) account for variations in actor group disliking for target groups (i.e., the number of negative nominations made by an actor group for participants in the target group). Third, a Level 2 model determined the variability in Level 1 slopes across Level 2 groups. This analysis examined whether characteristics of an actor group predict the association between the target group's characteristics and the actor group's antipathy for a target group. The predictor variables in the Level 2 analyses were characteristics of the actor group; the dependent variables were the associations between characteristics of the target group and the actor groups' antipathy for the target group. In these models, characteristics of actor groups (i.e., the within-group average of actor group problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation scores) predicted the degree to which target group characteristics (i.e., the within-group average of target group problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation scores) were linked to the number of negative nominations made by an actor group for participants in the target group. Each model included a random intercept. Group characteristics were centered around their grand mean. Models are specified in the Appendix.

Four control variables were included in the Level 1 and Level 2 models. First, we controlled for the number of participants in a target group because larger groups make and receive more nominations than smaller groups. Second, we controlled for the ratio of girls to boys in the target group because some affiliate groups and all isolate groups included both. Third, we controlled for target group rejection to rule out the possibility that the results are due to the presence of unpopular children. Finally, we controlled for the affiliate/isolate status of the target group to ensure that the findings were not being driven by unique characteristics of isolates. The Level 1 residuals for each of these variables were set to zero. The same statistically significant results emerged when these control variables were omitted.

The Level 2 model tested hypotheses about group antipathies. We expected group antipathies on the basis of dissimilarity and threat. Hypotheses concerning antipathy between groups characterized by high levels of school burnout and groups characterized by good grades in school or engagement in sports were operationalized as follows: School burnout at Level 2 should positively predict associations between (a) Level 1 school grades and actor group antipathy for target groups, and (b) Level 1 sports participation and actor group antipathy for target groups. Conversely, school grades at Level 2 should positively predict associations between Level 1 school burnout and actor group antipathy for target groups, and sports participation at Level 2 should positively predict associations between Level 1 school burnout and actor group antipathy for target groups. Hypotheses concerning antipathy between groups characterized by high levels of problem behavior and groups characterized by low levels of problem behavior were operationalized as follows: Problem behavior at Level 2 should inversely predict associations between Level 1 problem behavior and actor group antipathy for target groups.

Concerns that individuals in isolate groups may receive negative nominations for reasons that differ from those for individuals in affiliate groups prompted us to rerun analyses omitting isolates. Concerns that two-person groups differ from larger groups prompted us to rerun the analyses omitting all two-person groups. Additional analyses included parent occupation as a control variable for the subsample of youth for whom this information was available. With few exceptions (noted below), the same pattern of statistically significant results emerged. Analyses were rerun so that the Level 2 model included all possible combinations of problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation as Level 1 predictors and Level 2
outcomes (instead of only using the variable combinations with hypothesized associations). The findings indicated that the hypothesized model captured all statistically significant associations.

Moderator analyses were conducted. Separate models included 2-way interactions between problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, and sports participation at both Level 1 and Level 2. Additional analyses examined 2-way interactions at Level 1 and Level 2 between each of these variables and (a) the proportion of girls to boys in the group and (b) friendship/isolate group status. There were no statistically significant interactions.

Mutual antipathies (i.e., dyads with reciprocal negative nominations) were identified \((n = 36\) dyads). Table 1 describes intraclass correlations between participants in mutual antipathies. Inverse correlations emerged such that participants in mutual antipathies tended to be dissimilar on problem behavior and on school grades. In addition, higher school grades in one partner were associated with more problem behavior and more school burnout in the other partner. Concerns that reciprocated dyadic antipathies may be responsible for group antipathies prompted us to rerun the analyses omitting one member of these dyads from the Level 1 and Level 2 files. With one exception (noted below), the same pattern of statistically significant results emerged.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

Separate 3 (sex of group: boys, girls, mixed) by 2 (peer group: affiliates, isolates) ANOVAs revealed sex differences on school burnout, \(F(2, 151) = 10.39, p < .001\), and sports participation, \(F(2, 151) = 8.08, p < .001\). Boys’ groups had lower levels of school burnout and higher levels of sports participation than girls’ groups and mixed groups.

Correlations were conducted between individuals and the average scores of others in the group. These child-group correlations were significant for each variable (see Table 2). In addition, there were modest but statistically significant \((p < .05)\) correlations between variables at the individual level. Positive associations emerged between problem behavior and school burnout \((r = .21)\) and between school grades and sports participation \((r = .18)\). Problem behavior and school burnout were inversely associated with sports participation \((r = -.09 \text{ to } -.14)\) and school grades \((r = -.15 \text{ to } -.29)\).

Predicting Antipathy of Target Groups from Actor Group Characteristics

Unconditional model—An unconditional model determined whether levels of antipathy differed across actor groups. The intercept was statistically significant (coefficient effect = 0.3197, \(SE = 0.0208, t = 15.34, p < .001\)) and the test of randomness indicated group differences in actor group antipathy for target groups \((T = 0.0249, E^2 = 0.8554, \chi^2 = 270.69, p < .001\)).

Level 1 model—The Level 1 random effects model determined whether target group characteristics predicted actor group antipathy for the target group. Statistically significant findings emerged for two of the fixed effect control variables (group rejection: coefficient effect = 0.0532, \(SE = 0.0046, t = 11.47, p < .001\); and group size: coefficient effect = -0.0188, \(SE = 0.0056, t = -3.33, p = .001\)). The findings indicate that groups that received more negative nominations made more negative nominations and larger groups received fewer negative nominations. (Here and in the Level 2 model below, group size was not statistically significant when isolate groups were omitted.) There were no statistically significant effects for problem behavior, school burnout, school grades, sports participation, affiliate/isolate status of group, or the ratio of girls to boys in the group.
**Level 2 model**—The Level 2 model determined whether actor group characteristics predicted the association between target group characteristics and actor group antipathy for the target group. Table 3 summarizes the results. All of the control variables were associated with actor group antipathy for the target group, except for the proportion of girls to boys in the target group.

Actor group school grades predicted an association between target group school burnout and actor group antipathy for the target group; the higher the actor group's school grades the stronger the link between target group school burnout and actor group antipathy for the target group. (This finding dropped to borderline significance when one member of each mutual antipathy dyad and when isolates were omitted from the analyses.) As illustrated in Figure 1, there was a positive association between target group school burnout and actor group antipathy for target groups among youth in actor groups with above average school grades (+1 SD), and a negative association among youth in actor groups with below average school grades (-1 SD).

Actor group problem behavior predicted an association between target group problem behavior and actor group antipathy for the target group; the lower the actor group's problem behavior the stronger the link between target group problem behavior and actor group antipathy for the target group. As illustrated in Figure 2, there was a positive association between target group problem behavior and actor group antipathy for target groups among youth in actor groups with below average problem behavior (-1 SD), and a negative association among youth in actor groups with above average problem behavior (+1 SD).

Actor group school grades predicted an association between target group sports participation and actor group antipathy for the target group; the higher the actor group's school grades the stronger the link between target group sports participation and actor group antipathy for the target group. As illustrated in Figure 3, there was a stronger association between target group sports participation and actor group antipathy for target groups among youth in actor groups with above average school grades (+1 SD) than in youth in actor groups with below average school grades (-1 SD). (This finding dropped to borderline significance when two-person groups and isolate groups were omitted from analyses.) Actor group school burnout predicted an association between target group sports participation and actor group antipathy for the target group; the higher the actor group's school burnout the stronger the link between target group sports participation and actor group antipathy for the target group. As illustrated in Figure 4, there was a positive association between target group sports participation and actor group antipathy for target groups among youth in groups with above average burnout (+1 SD), and a negative association among youth in groups with below average burnout (-1 SD).

Actor group school burnout predicted an association between target group school grades and actor group antipathy for the target group; the higher the actor group's school burnout the stronger the link between target group school grades and actor group antipathy for the target group. As illustrated in Figure 5, there was a stronger association between target group school grades and actor group antipathy for target groups among youth in actor groups with above average burnout (+1 SD) than among youth in actor groups with below average burnout (-1 SD).

**Discussion**

Antipathies between middle school peer groups tended to center on antithetical attributes. Members of peer groups that rejected the mainstream school culture disliked those who embraced it. Thus, groups of youth burned out on school disliked groups whose members excelled in school and groups whose members participated in sports. Returning the sentiment, academically successful peer groups disliked members of burned-out groups. Problem
behavior was also a source of group antipathy. Groups whose members reported few problem behaviors disliked groups whose members reported many problem behaviors. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that student peer groups vary in the extent to which they fit into the mainstream school culture and that there is animosity between those who embrace conventional norms and those who do not.

Popular images of contemporary schools depict tension between mainstream groups vying for influence and approval. We found some evidence of this rivalry: Groups whose members did well in school disliked those who participated in sports. Our findings suggest that the academically inclined may resent (or envy) those whose status derives from participation in athletics. These findings should be interpreted with caution, however, because they were attenuated when isolate groups and two-member groups were removed from analyses and because our single-item measure of sports participation included those who exercised daily.

Most group antipathies were grounded in dissimilarity, not similarity. These results are consistent with claims derived from the reflective distinctiveness hypothesis (Spears et al., 2002) and run counter to claims derived from the reactive distinctiveness hypothesis (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). There were no instances of antipathy between groups high on the same traits. Instead, antipathies arose between groups who were high on dissimilar traits and between groups who were high or low on the same trait. Not all dissimilarities fostered enmity. Instead, antipathies seemed to be reserved for out-groups that posed a threat to the in-group. In most cases, the threat was symbolic, such as when burnout youth rejected the academic values espoused by those in the mainstream school culture. But in at least one instance, the out-group may have also posed a real threat to the in-group, assuming that those with few behavior problems shunned those with many because of the antisocial tendencies of the latter. Taken together, the findings suggest that peer group antipathies thrive on differences and misgivings about different others.

Eckert’s (1989) ethnographic research led us to predict that antipathies between mainstream and oppositional school groups would be reciprocated. This prediction held when mainstream groups were defined in terms of school grades, but sports participation groups did not return the antipathy directed toward them by school burnout groups. Some may see this as evidence that antipathies vary as a function of subgroup identity. Youth who participate in sports may identify less with mainstream culture than youth with good grades and participation in some sports activities may be more closely aligned with mainstream culture than others. Some may see the results as evidence that sports participation groups neither define themselves with reference to burnout groups nor perceive youth in burnout groups as a threat. This may be related to the fact that clubs, not schools, are the primary context for team sports in Finland; North American youth who participate in school-based sports may be more inclined to dislike youth in burnout groups. Others may see the results as an anomaly arising from our incomplete measure of sports participation. A more comprehensive assessment should reduce measurement error and, with it, the chances of Type II error. Still others may see the results as a product of a specific methodology. Ethnographic studies may tap group norms that guide intergroup interactions. In contrast, sociometric techniques may capture the private feelings of individuals, which may in some instances be at odds with publicly proclaimed group attitudes.

Unique to the present study is the intuitive finding that youth from low problem behavior groups disliked youth from high problem behavior groups. Ethnographic studies have not reported this phenomenon, probably because it is not as salient as other rivalries. There are plenty of reasons to dislike groups characterized by high levels of problem behavior, starting with the fact that exchanges with troubled children are more coercive and less rewarding than exchanges with well-adjusted peers (Vitaro, Tremblay, Kerr, Pagani, & Bukowski, 1997). Troubled children have no similar incentive to avoid their better behaved peers and, in fact, they may
experience pressure from teachers and parents to do the opposite. These findings might also reflect antipathies tied to differences in peer acceptance. Ethnographic studies suggest that although popular youth go to great lengths to exclude members of lower status youth from their friendship cliques, the latter welcome participation by the former (Adler & Adler, 1998); sociometric studies, however, find no evidence that low accepted children have an affinity for high accepted children (Nangle, Erdley, & Gold, 1996). Consistent with other studies of group composition and membership (e.g., Kindermann & Skinner, 2009), we could not disentangle acceptance and rejection from peer groups and their antipathies. In the present study, groups were constructed from the same nominations required to gauge acceptance, and antipathies were assessed using the same nominations required to gauge rejection.

The findings have important implications for our understanding of the origins of middle school peer group antipathy. Some ethnographers describing peer group rivalries in the United States (e.g., Eckert, 1989) and the United Kingdom (e.g., Willis, 1977) interpret their findings as evidence of a class struggle, with mainstream youth representing the middle class and oppositional youth representing the lower or working class. This explanation is not well suited to Finland, which is widely regarded as an egalitarian society that minimizes class distinctions. Furthermore, such claims are not consistent with the empirical evidence: The same pattern of results emerged when we controlled for parent occupation. We do not mean to suggest that social class is irrelevant to peer group tensions; social class pervades all manner of relationships and social interactions (Hoff, Laursen, & Tardif, 2002). But our findings suggest that other factors are at work. One promising alternative is the institutional structure and culture of the school itself, where status is allocated according to a code that makes distinctions among students in terms of their capacity to secure the approval of adults who represent the mainstream culture (Elmore, 2009). Academic performance is strongly emphasized during middle school, as is compliance with the demands of teachers; students who learn these skills are rewarded with privileges and esteem. Adolescent friendships and peer groups form on the basis of reputation salience, which promotes affiliation with similar peers (Hartup, 1993). This increases the homogeneity of peer groups on key school related variables, reinforcing the oppositional or mainstream identities of participants, and amplifying animosity between those who seeking to preserve their privileged status and those who think status distinctions are unfair and unwarranted.

We note several limitations. Our results aggregated individual antipathy nominations received by the group; we did not measure antipathy directed toward the group as a collective. Peer groups were derived from nominations of preferred affiliates and not nominations of friends, per se. Affiliation preferences may be an overly inclusive means of identifying peer groups, which may increase the heterogeneity of the group and undercut the magnitude of effects. Affiliation preferences may also overstate actual affiliation practices. This problem may be offset by the fact that students were limited to three positive nominations, which narrowed affiliate groups to closest friends, decreased group size, and increased within-group homogeneity. Students were also limited to three negative nominations. Most students did not use their full allotment, but nevertheless, constraints on the number of nominations limited the variance in antipathy scores. The negative nominations did not specifically index disliking, but rather least preferred affiliates. As a consequence, some of the sentiments expressed may not rise to the level of antipathy. Interests and activities were described in self-reports; peer perceptions were unavailable. Differences between self and other reports often signal troubled friendships (Burk & Laursen, 2005), and they may do the same for antipathies. School grades and sports participation were single-item variables. Elevated error variance for these variables may have attenuated results, suggesting effects larger than those reported here. The same is true for the use of nonpreferred affiliate nominations to measure antipathy. Finally, Finish students enter into academic and vocational tracks starting in the 10th grade. Anticipation of this transition may have contributed to the sense of burnout experienced by some students.
Care should be taken when generalizing our findings to samples that do not similarly track students.

Hierarchical linear modeling brings several strengths to the study of peer group antipathies. Variables were included to control for factors that might be confounded with characteristics linked to antipathy. For instance, we controlled for the overall number of negative nominations a group received, a conservative but necessary approach to disentangling antipathy from rejection. In so doing we were able to overcome one of the prime obstacles to this line of research, namely that antipathies are both unusual (reciprocated enmity between groups is not common) and unique (antipathies have multiple origins). But the approach is not without limitations. Using the same groups at Level 1 and at Level 2 raises the possibility of nesting interdependencies, which could potentially inflate or deflate the overall level of antipathy, although it is not clear that it would alter specific patterns of antipathy associated with different group characteristics. Despite the fact that they do not represent affiliate groups in the conventional sense of the term, we included isolates and two-person peer groups in the analyses because the systematic loss of a sizable proportion of classmates compromises sociometric findings and limits the generalizability of the results (Hymel, Vaillancourt, McDougall, & Renshaw, 2002). Controls for group size and isolate group status represent an effective (and conservative) strategy for protecting against their potential confound with group antipathy. For this reason, we interpret the change in findings from statistically significant when group size and isolate group status were controlled to borderline statistical significance when isolates and dyads were omitted in terms of diminished power arising from the elimination of up to 17% of the sample. We found no evidence of statistical moderation, but null findings should be interpreted with caution because power to detect higher order interactions was limited.

A central tenet of this study is that group antipathies emerge in a manner similar to that of dyadic antipathies. Correlations confirmed that members of dyads with reciprocated negative nominations were dissimilar in many respects. As was the case for groups, differences, rather than similarities, drive antipathies. Most of the findings concerned school grades; results suggest that antipathies involved one partner who was high or low on academic achievement and another who was similarly high or low on school burnout and problem behavior. Antipathies also appeared to include dyads in which one partner was high one school grades and the other was low, and dyads in which one partner was high on problem behavior and the other was low. Analyses removing one member of each dyad involved in a reciprocated antipathy indicate that group level antipathies are not a product of dyadic antipathies, although it is clear that more focused analyses are needed to disentangle group-level processes from individual-level processes. In a related vein, we could not address network centrality or the relative contributions of each member of a peer group, but it may well be the case that antipathy directed toward a group is driven by characteristics of core or high status group members, an observation that points to the importance of assessing factors that distinguish between members of groups as well as those that distinguish between groups.

Group antipathies loom large during the middle school years. Some adults dismiss them as a passing phase of little consequence. But their significance should not be underestimated. Group antipathies may be the impetus for hostilities that result in physical or emotional harm. Group antipathies may play an important role in adolescent identity formation, enforcing group boundaries that prevent affiliation with peers who think and act differently. As such, antipathies help to define who adolescents are by demarcating who and what they are not. Finally, group antipathies may help define the climate of learning in a school. Dissent between those who embrace the school culture and those who do not undermines the attitudes and discourages the efforts of students and teachers alike.
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Appendix

Unconditional Model

Actor Group Antipathy for Target Groups = β₀ (intercept) + r

Level 1 Model

Association Between Target Group Characteristics and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group = β₀ (intercept) + β₁ (rejection score of target group) + β₂ (size of target group) + β₃ (ratio of girls to boys in target group) + β₄ (affiliate/isolate status of target group) + β₅ (school burnout of target group) + β₆ (problem behavior of target group) + β₇ (sports participation of target group) + β₈ (school grades of target group) + r

Level 2 model

Level 1

Association Between Target Group Characteristics and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group = β₀ (intercept) + β₁ (rejection score of target group) + β₂ (size of target group) + β₃ (ratio of girls to boys in target group) + β₄ (affiliate/isolate status of target group) + β₅ (school burnout of target group) + β₆ (problem behavior of target group) + β₇ (sports participation of target group) + β₈ (school grades of target group) + r

Level 2

β₀ = γ₀₀ + μ₀
β₁ = γ₁₀ (rejection score of target group) + μ₁
β₂ = γ₂₀ (size of target group) + μ₂
β₃ = γ₃₀ (ratio of girls to boys in target group) + μ₃
β₄ = γ₄₀ (affiliate/isolate status of target group) + μ₄
β₅ = γ₅₀ (school burnout of target group) + γ₅₁ (school grades of actor group) + γ₅₂ (sports participation of actor group) + μ₅
β₆ = γ₆₀ (problem behavior of target group) + γ₆₁ (problem behavior of actor group) + μ₆
β₇ = γ₇₀ (sports participation of target group) + γ₇₁ (school grades of actor group) + γ₇₂ (school burnout of actor group) + μ₇
β₈ = γ₈₀ (school grades of target group) + γ₈₁ (school burnout of actor group) + γ₈₂ (sports participation of actor group) + μ₈
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Figure 1.
Slope of Association Between Target Group School Burnout and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group as a Function of Actor Group School Grades
Figure 2.
Slope of Association Between Target Group Problem Behavior and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group as a Function of Actor Group Problem Behavior.
Figure 3.
Slope of Association Between Target Group Sports Participation and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group as a Function of Actor Group School Grades
Figure 4.
Slope of Association Between Target Group Sports Participation and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group as a Function of Actor Group School Burnout
Figure 5.
Slope of Association Between Target Group School Grades and Actor Group Antipathy for Target Group as a Function of Actor Group School Burnout
Table 1
Intraclass Correlations Between Participants in Mutual Antipathies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Problem Behavior</td>
<td>-.31*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. School Burnout</td>
<td>-.20</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. School Grades</td>
<td>.31*</td>
<td>.25*</td>
<td>-.39*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sports Participation</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $N = 36$ dyads.

* $p < .05$. 
Table 2

Variance Components, Child-Peer Correlations, Group Means, Standard Deviations, and Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variance Component</th>
<th>Child-Peer Correlation</th>
<th>Group Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Group Minimum</th>
<th>Group Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem Behavior</td>
<td>0.1371</td>
<td>0.3294</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.52)</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Burnout</td>
<td>0.0436</td>
<td>0.6767</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>2.46 (0.53)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Grades</td>
<td>0.2488</td>
<td>0.4415</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>8.01 (0.64)</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Participation</td>
<td>0.2190</td>
<td>2.0850</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>4.54 (0.97)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 600 participants in 155 groups.*

* p < .05.

** p < .01.
Table 3
Hierarchical Linear Model Predicting Actor Group Antipathy for Target Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.0974</td>
<td>0.1939</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group Rejection</td>
<td>0.0453</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>9.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group n</td>
<td>-0.0339</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>-4.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group Girl/Boy Ratio</td>
<td>-0.0135</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group Affiliate/Isolate Status</td>
<td>0.9182</td>
<td>0.3565</td>
<td>2.58**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group School Burnout</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group School Grades</td>
<td>0.0647</td>
<td>0.0285</td>
<td>2.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group Sports Participation</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group Problem Behavior</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
<td>0.0266</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group Problem Behavior</td>
<td>-0.1011</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>-2.41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group Sports Participation</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group School Grades</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
<td>2.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group School Burnout</td>
<td>0.0717</td>
<td>0.0290</td>
<td>2.47*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of Target Group School Grades</td>
<td>0.0426</td>
<td>0.0243</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group School Burnout</td>
<td>0.0433</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>2.43*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Group Sport Participation</td>
<td>-0.0041</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.

* \( p < .05 \)
** \( p < .01 \)

\( N = 600 \) participants in 155 groups.